
LABORATORIES

1
The first and ONLY step needed 
for a truly healthy gut is to take 
Viscera-3™ every morning when 
you brush your teeth! 

LEARN MORE AND ORDER: STORE.SANESOLUTION.COM 1 Year Money Back Guarantee.  If you do not love the results, 
we will gladly refund your money.  No quesons asked! 

But how do you get a “healthy gut”? And why are fiber and 
probiocs so popular even when so few people see any benefit 
from them?  
UUnl recently, fiber and probiocs were the only supplements 
that helped your lower colon create incredibly powerful health 
promong gut nutrients known as Short Chain Fay Acids 
(SCFAs). But the problem with this old fiber plus probiocs 
method is it’s very slow, inefficient, and involves a painful 
5-step process (see sidebar >>) that literally requires “in-gut 
fermentaon” that leads to embarrassing bloang and gas.  
These These SCFA miracle workers strengthen your gut lining, 
dramacally improve digeson, and aid in weight loss. They are 
the only way to fix a leaky gut, and without them you are at 
risk of unwanted diseases and weight gain. 
But now, thanks to a patented breakthrough, YOU can skip 
that painful 5-step process and get what Harvard calls the 
“opmal” Short Chain Fay Acid† — Butyrate — delivered 
directly where it is the most helpful — your lower colon. This
ppowerful substance provides gut-healing benefits unlike any 
other substance on the planet.  It really is the definion of a 
healthy gut! Now you can enjoy this new healthy gut miracle in 
just 10 seconds.
HHow? A er years of research, sciensts have combined 3 
Butyrate molecules with a glycerol molecule to create a 
radically more effecve version of this “opmal” Short Chain 
Fay Acid. This TRIbutyrate is me-released directly into your 
lower colon (the only place it can provide all these life-changing 
benefits). That is why it is the main acve ingredient in our new 
one-of-a-kind gut health breakthrough Viscera-3™. It is three 
mes momes more potent than the weak short chain fay acids 
created by fiber alone. Then we combined TRIbutyrate with our 
SLIMGut Earth Minerals Matrix and the SLIMGut Garden Blend. 
Their synergisc mul-factor effect on gut health leads to less 
gas, conspaon, bloang, and of course faster weight loss! 

A healthy gut means faster weight loss, fewer 
painful digeson issues, and beer defenses 
against deadly diseases...

What Does It Mean To Have a 
Healthy Gut? Why Is It The Key 
To Weight Loss & Lasting 
Disease Defense as You Age? 1 Choke down tons of fiber. 

2 Spend lots of money on probiotics and take 
them multiple times every day. 

3 Wait while the probiotics transfer through 
your entire digestive system: stomach, upper 
colon, and then finally to the lower colon.  

4
More waiting while your gut bacteria digests 
the fiber, fermenting in your gut. That is why 
you often experience painful bloating and 
embarrassing gas when you eat more fiber. 

5
Excrete the fiber that has been fermenting in 
your gut. These gut health super nutrients 
are called Short Chain Fatty Acids. But there 
is an easier way to get their benefits...

FORGET THE OLD, SLOW, 
& PAINFUL 5-STEP 

GUT-SLIMMING PROCESS...

“End leaky gut, stop digeson issues for good, and lose weight fast. Turn on your 
‘SLIM GUT SWITCH’ with a new patented ‘post-bioc’ breakthrough.” 

100% 
PURE
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Dumping more probiocs into an unhealthy gut is like 
pouring gas in an engine that does not run. It is a 
waste of money! And yes, stop choking down 
expensive fiber supplements that cause bloang right 
now and do this instead... 

SSkip the painful & slow 5-step process and take the 
1-step Viscera-3™ “Slim Gut Shortcut” to end 
digeson problems and pain while you heal and shrink 
your gut for maximum disease defense as you age.  
Take the shortcut to a healthy gut microbiome in 
10-seconds a day and see results in as lile as 48 
hours without embarrassing gas and bloang. 

PROBIOTICS EXTRA FIBER

FIBER

STOP WASTING MONEY ON FIBER 
AND PROBIOTICS. TAKE THE 1-STEP 
GUT SHORTCUT WITH VISCERA-3™

YES, THERE IS A BETTER WAY THAN FIBER & PROBIOTICS!

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administraon. 
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.LEARN MORE AND ORDER: STORE.SANESOLUTION.COM

Turn On Your Slim Gut Switch And Enjoy 
36-Hour Belly Flattening, ZERO Bloating, 

and Perfect Daily Poops...

You get… to break free from the embarrassment and pain of bloating and gas 
caused by “internal fermentation” and instead take the ONE-STEP quick, 
easy, and pleasant VISCERA-3™ shortcut to a better gut.†

You get… to enjoy a slim gut and drop your diabetes risk thanks to lasting 
weight loss and a reduction of the dangerous visceral belly fat that expands 
your gut.†

YYou get… to experience increased youthful energy and a vibrant life without 
a deadly leaky gut while the TRIButyrate strengthens your intestine walls 
and defends against deadly diseases.†

Benefits of TRIButyrate and VISCERA-3™ when taken daily: 

It’s not a popular subject to talk about the consistency, frequency, and 
overall look of your poop, but it is CRITICAL if you want to increase your 
energy levels, reduce pain, and fend off deadly diseases as you age.  It 
can also warn you if a leaky gut microbiome is making weight loss 
impossible. 

AA good indicator of leaky gut microbiome is a stool that does not look 
like a snake—refer to Type 4 on the Bristol Stool Chart. Any of the other 
stool types and not having a daily BM severely compromise your ability 
to eliminate toxins, burn fat, stay energized and avoid infecon—not to 
menon all that bloang, gas and bathroom frustraon!

FFortunately doctors have created a patented new nutrient that is the 
fastest, easiest and most effecve way to pooping a more normal, 
healthier stool and enjoying a slimmer waist in just 48 hours.  Try 
Viscera-3 for yourself today to see and feel a dramac difference now! 
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